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ON A CLASS OF ONE-RELATOR GROUPS 

A. M. B R U N N E R 

1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the class of groups G(l, m\ k) 
which are defined by the presentation 

(a, t\ t-la-ktalt-lakt = am), 

where k, /, m are integers, and |/| > m > 0, k > 0. Groups in this class possess 
many properties which seem unusual, especially for one-relator groups. The 
basis for the results obtained below is the determination of endomorphisms. 

For certain of the groups, we are able to calculate their automorphism 
groups. One consequence of this is to produce examples of one-relator groups 
with infinitely generated automorphism groups. This answers a question raised 
by G. Baumslag (in a colloquium lecture at the University of Waterloo). Our 
examples are, perhaps, the simplest possible; J. Lewin [10] has found an 
example of a finitely presented group with an infinitely generated automor
phism group. More specifically, it is shown, in Theorem 3.3, that when m — \ 
or m \ /, every endomorphism of G (I, m\ k) is either onto a cyclic group, or 
else it is an automorphism (so that the group is Hopfian). Moreover, the 
outer automorphism group is isomorphic to a certain stem product of cyclic 
groups when m > 1, and to the additive group of rational numbers with 
denominator a non-negative power of I when m = 1 (the latter group is 
infinitely generated). 

A further result, Theorem 3.4, shows that when m divides both I and k, and 
m is coprime l/m, the groups G (I, m\ k) are non-Hopfian. It has been a matter 
for conjecture whether there exist one-relator non-Hopfian groups other than 
the well known examples of [4]. 

Lastly, in Theorem 3.5, we provide an infinite sequence of non-isomorphic, 
Hopfian, one-relator groups, with the property that any successor in the 
sequence is a proper quotient of any predecessor by the normal closure of a 
single element. 

The group G(l, m; k) is an H NN-extension of the group H (I, m) which is 
defined by the presentation 

(a,b; b~lalb = am), 

and studied by G. Baumslag and D. Solitar [4]. Endomorphisms of these 
groups have been determined by M. Anshel ([1], [2] or [3]). Recently, A. 
Karrass and D. Solitar have been able to calculate the outer automorphism 
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group of H(lf m) as a consequence of their work on treed HNN-groups with a 
unique decomposition (see also [9]). Unfortunately, their methods are not 
applicable to the groups G(/, m; k). For the case that m is a proper divisor of /, 
their remains the problem of showing that certain endomorphisms are not 
epimorphisms. 

We mention that the results of [12] can be used to show that the groups 
G(l, m; k) (|/| > m) are not residually finite. G. Baumslag has observed, in 
[5], that the only finite quotients of the groups G(2, 1; k) are cyclic. One-
relator presentations of some of the groups G (I, m; k) have been studied by 
A. M. Brunner [7]. 

Our approach is similar to that of D. J. Collins [8], who has shown that if w 
is a word in the free group on a, b which is not a primitive or a proper power, 
then the group with presentation 

(a,b;t: t~lwlt = wm) 

is Hopfian. 
The methods used below involve the techniques of HNN-extensions. We 

refer to [13] or [14]; reference may also be made to [8] or [9]. 
The author is grateful to Professor A. Karrass and Professor D. Solitar for 

making it possible for him to visit York University, where this work was done. 
Initially, the author held a CSIRO Post-Doctoral Studentship. The author 
would also like to thank the referee for providing detailed comments which 
have greatly improved the presentation. 

2. Preliminaries. Let G = G(l, m ; k) denote the group with presentation 

(a, /; t-la~Halt~laH = am), 

where k, l, m are non-zero integers and |/| 9^ \m\. Since the groups G (I, tn; k), 
G(m, l\ —k), G( — l, —m\ k), and G (I, m\ —k) are isomorphic, there is no loss 
in generality to assume below the normalization 11\ > m > Oand& > 0 without 
explicit mention. 

Now G may be presented in the form 

(a,b\t: b~lalb = am,b = t~laH), 

which exhibits G as an HNN-extension having base 

H = {ayb)b~Wb = am) 

and associated subgroups H_i = sbgpfa*}, Hi = sbgpjfr}. In addition, H is 
itself an HNN-extension with base K = sbgpja}, and associated subgroups 
K-i = sbgpfa}, Ki = sbgpja™}. 

Let N denote the normal closure of a in H; then H/N is an infinite cyclic 
group with generator bN, 

N = sbgpja*: at = b~iabi; i = 0, ± 1 , . . .}, 
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and II is the semidirect product 7Vsbgp{5}. We shall use the analysis due to 
W. Magnus of N as a treed product (see § 4.4 of [10]). 

The remainder of this section deals with several technical results on con-
jugacy in G and H. The reader is referred to [2] for an alternative approach to 
conjugacy in H. 

It should be noted that, throughout, exponents are always integers. 

LEMMA 2.1. The centralizer of bv in II is sbgpjfr}, if p ^ 0. 

Proof. Let w commute with bp. We may assume that w is ^-reduced with 
smallest 5-length amongst all words hrwbs. Then, since b~vwbv = w, Britton's 
Lemma implies that w is ft-free. Consequently, w = alVfl = amVh, which im
plies h = 0 since H is torsion free. 

Let a and $ be non-negative integers or GO , and put 

Naj = sbgp{a_a, a_(a+i), . . . , a^u as}. 

If r and 5 are integers, the exponent of r in s is the largest non-negative integer e 
such that re divides s when r ^ 1, and is GO when r = 1. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let C(an) denote the centralizer of an in N, and put d = gcd(/, m). 
Then C(an) = Na,3 where 

(1) if d \ n, then a = 0 = 0; 
(2) if d \ n and m ^ 1, then a is the exponent of l/d in n/d, and (3 is the expo

nent of m/d in n/d; 
(3) if m = 1, then a = (3 = oo. 

Proof. The inclusion Na,p Q C(an) is an immediate consequence of the 
relations ai+il = a™. To establish the reverse inclusion, suppose w Ç C(an) 
but zê  (? iVa>j3. We may premultiply w by a suitable element of Na,a, so that we 
may now assume that w, in 5-reduced form, has initial segment ba 

with a ^ — ( a + 1 ) or o-^/3 + l (when w T̂  1). Since w~~lanw = aw, Britton's 
Lemma implies b~~aanba Ç i£. But an examination of the cases that occur shows 
that this last inclusion is invalid. 

LEMMA 2.3. / / zn (n ^ 0) is conjugate in H to an element of sbgpja} {or 
sbgpja}), then so is z. 

Proof. Suppose first that zn is conjugate to an element of sbgpja}. Replacing 
z by a conjugate, if necessary, we may assume z is both ^-reduced and cyclically 
^-reduced; but then zn is also so reduced, whence zn £ sbgpja}, and therefore 
z e sbgpja}. 

Next, assume zn is conjugate to an element of sbgpja} ; say, n~~lznu = bp, 
where u G II and p ^ 0. Thus u~lzu centralizes bv\ therefore u~lzu G sbgpja} 
by 2.1. 

LEMMA 2.4. Suppose u~laru = as and u — bQd with d £ N. Then rmq = slq 

and d £ C{an). 
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Proof. This is established by using induction on the ^-length of u. 

LEMMA 2.5. Let w be a t-reduced word in G such that w~lanw G H for some 
n 9^ 0. Then, either w £ H, or else w = utv where u G H, v G N, and 
t-lu~lanut G sbgp{&}. 

Proof. If not, we may write w in /-reduced form 

ut'vt* . . . (u G H, v G N, e = ± 1 and 3 = ± 1 ) . 

Since w~lanw is not /-reduced, u~lanu G H-e. However, n ^ 0 and H/iV is 
infinite cyclic; thus e = 1 and t~lu~~lanut = 6fe for some h ^ 0. Now 
v~~lbhv G iï-ôi by arguing as above, we obtain v~lbnv — bh and 5 = — 1. 

Therefore z; = 1 by 2.1, and ^/ez;/0 . . . is not /-reduced, which is a contra
diction. 

3. Endomorphisms. The main step in characterizing endomorphisms of 
the groups G (I, m; k) is taken in the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let G = G {I, m; k), and let <p be an automorphism of G. Then, 
either the image of ç is cyclic, or else to within an inner automorphism 

a<p = ar, bip — c~~lbc, tip — bpdtc, 

where r j* 0, p > 0, rmp = lp, d G C(ak), c G N, and b~lc~lbc G C(arm). 

Proof. Since <p is an endomorphism 

(1) (M-HMKM = M» 

and 

(2) bip = (tip)-i(aipy(tip). 

Assume the image of ip is not cyclic, or in other words, cup 7e- 1. The first thing 
we establish is that, up to an inner automorphism, H<p Ç| H. Using the Collins 
Conjugacy Theorem (Theorem 2 of [13]), and (1), we may assume that 
a<p G H. If, however, bip G H, then (1) is not /-reduced and a conjugate of 
(aip)1 by an element of H lies in H€ (e = ± 1 ) . Using 2.3, conjugating by an 
element of H and then /, if necessary, we obtain a<p = ar (r 9e 0). It now follows 
from 2.5 that bip G H. 

In any case, we may assume that Hip Ç H. Applying the Collins Conjugacy 
Theorem to the HNN-extension H, we may, if necessary, conjugate by an 
element of H to achieve cup = ar (r 9e- 0) with bip G H. It follows from 2.4 that 
bip = bg with g G C(arm). From (2) we see that tip G H, and so 2.5 gives 
tip = utc with u G H, c G iV, and u~~laTku = aM for some A. Using this informa
tion, and substituting in (2), from the fact that H/N is infinite cyclic we obtain 
h = 1 and bg = c~lbc. Finally, apply 2.4 to obtain u — bpd and rmv = lp. 
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LEMMA 3.2. For each w £ C(ak), the junction 

6(w) : a —» a, h —> b, t —> wt 

extends to an automorphism of G. The map w —>d(w) defines a one to one homomor-
phism of C(ak) into the automorphism group of G. If 6(w) is inner, w = 1. 

Proof. The first statements are established by routine calculations. The last 
follows because 2.1 and 2.5 imply that the centralizer of H in G is trivial. 

The following theorem establishes that certain of the groups G(l,m;k) 
are Hopfian. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let G = G(I, m; k) and suppose that either m = 1 or m \ I. 
Then every endomorphism of G is either onto a cyclic group, or else is an automor
phism of G. Furthermore, the outer automorphism group of G is isomorphic to 
C(ak). 

Proof. Suppose <p is an endomorphism of G whose image is not cyclic, and of 
the form given in Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show that (up to an 
inner automorphism) ç> has the form 6(w) for some w Ç C(ak). Now, by 
Lemma 2.2, Na+li& - C(ar), and also C(aTm) = Na^. But b-lc~lbc Ç C(arm), 
so we deduce that c 6 C(ar). We could follow <p by the inner automorphism 
induced by c, so we may assume that 

aç = ar, bç = b, tip = cbvdt 

where c 6 C(ar), r ^ 0, d Ç C(ak) and rmv = lv. When m \ /, it follows that 
r = 1, p = 0, and <p is of the required form. When m = 1, we have that N is 
abelian and r = lv\ in this case follow <p by the inner automorphism induced by 
bv, and this completes the proof. 

The outer automorphism groups of Theorem 3.3 admit of a more explicit 
description. Using Lemma 2.2 and Magnus' Freiheitssatz (see [11], Theorem 
4.10), we can write down a presentation for C(ak). When m — 1, this is 
isomorphic to the additive group of rational numbers with denominators a 
non-negative power of /; when m \ I, it is isomorphic to a certain stem product 
of cyclic groups. It follows that nontrivial one relator groups can occur as 
outer automorphism groups of one-relator groups. As above, Lemmas 2.2 and 
3.1 do give information about the endomorphisms of G(/, m; k) when m\l and 
m ?£ 1 ; however, we have not succeeded in determining all ependomorphisms 
in this case. But we do have: 

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that m\k, m\l, and gcd(//w, n) = 1. Then G(/, m; k) 
is non-Hopfian. 

Proof. A routine computation shows that the function defined by ax = aI/m, 
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&X = b, tx = bt is an endomorphism of G. Further , it is not hard to see t ha t the 
element 

a-lb-la-mbab-lamb, 

which is contained in the kernel, is a non-trivial element of H, and hence of G. 

I t may be seen tha t the kernel of xq{Q_ > 0) is the normal closure in G of the 
commuta tor [a, b~QambQ], Fur ther , it may be shown, using Lemma 3.1, tha t 
Kerx ç is fully invariant (this may be compared with [1], Theorem 2). 

Our final result is the following: 

T H E O R E M 3.5. Let Gn = G(3, 2; 2n) (n > 0) . Then G0, Gi, G2, . . . is an infinite 

sequence of non-isomorphic, Hopfian, one-relator groups. If 0 fg p < n, then Gn 

is a proper quotient of Gv by a fully invariant subgroup which is the normal closure 
of a single element. 

Proof, for each 0 ^ p < n, Gn has the presentation 

(x, b; t: b~lx*b = x2, [x, lf~pxb~^n~p)] = 1, /; = t~lx2Pt) 

associated with its generating pair (a2n"p, t) (see [6]). I t follows tha t Gn = Gp/M, 
where M is the normal closure of [a, bn~pab~(n~p)]; moreover, it is not hard to 
show tha t this is a non-trivial element of H, and consequently of Gp. Thus M is 
non-trivial. The remaining s ta tements follow from 3.3. 

We remark tha t the outer automorphism group An of G„. has the presentation 

(a0, «i, . . . , an; a0
3 = a-i2, . . . , an-i

3 = an
2}. 

The groups An (n > 0) are pairwise non-isomorphic (as may be seen directly, 
or by reference to [15]). 
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